Recently, several bicycle racks were relocated inside buildings in order to increase alternative transportation options and sustainable practices. We felt that if we want to promote people to ride bikes instead of drive cars, we needed to provide them with a sense of security and locate racks in convenient spots. We view that the most practical locations would be in the various covered parking garages across campus because they are staffed by a university employee twenty-four hours a day. Parking bikes under a covered garage will also keep bikes safe from the weather which can be detrimental for the health of a bike.

A majority of bike racks have remained in other convenient locations outside popular buildings across campus. However, these rack are not protected from theft and weather. We suggest you consider parking your bikes at our covered locations, especially if you are leaving them overnight. The covered locations include both the Laclede Avenue Garage and the Olive/Compton Garage.

**Sustainability Tips:**

- When biking through campus on sidewalks be courteous towards people walking
- Remember to keep your bike locked at all times
- Biking is a great way to practice sustainability while being active
- Register your bike with SLU DPS, to make sure if it gets stolen they can find its correct owner
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